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who invented the toilet toilet paper world blog - while thomas crapper is commonly given credit for inventing the first
flushing toilet in the late 1800s the first version can actually be traced back to 1596, flushed with pride the story of
thomas crapper wallace - the story of thomas crapper inventor of the flushing toilet and england s royal plumber as well as
a fascinating social history of the lavatory, the victorian bath the comfortable bathroom - the victorian bath the
comfortable bathroom t he victorians invented the modern bath with running water porcelain fixtures and a flushing toilet and
to celebrate their inventiveness proceeded to add as much fuss and detail as they could to the room victorian bathrooms
especially in england and the northeast united states were elaborate fanciful rooms, useless trivia absolutely really
useless stupid trivia - submit your useless trivia here 1 the sentence the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog uses
every letter in the alphabet developed by western union to test telex twx communications, list of common misconceptions
wikipedia - this is a list of common misconceptions each entry is formatted as a correction and contains a link to the article
where the misconception is described the misconceptions themselves are implied rather than stated, it will never catch on
tv tropes - a series of radio ads for a local towing company on vancouver island plays with reenactments of how a call
would have played out a century ago between a customer and the company, invent new words related to onelook
dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above
and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs
for example enter giraffe and you ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest, amazon com word myths
debunking linguistic urban legends - fulfillment by amazon fba is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their
products in amazon s fulfillment centers and we directly pack ship and provide customer service for these products,
millennials shun the housing market 6 in 10 millennials - millennials have a very different perspective on the housing
market compared to their parents i m sure many a millennial has talked with their parents and realizes that being chained to
a massive mortgage is not exactly part of the american dream, top 100 events of the millenium scott s little corner of here s the life magazine list of the top 100 events of the last millennium the events are in order of importatance with number
1 having had the most impact on the lives of people in the last 1000 years, bdsm library torture the widow - synopsis
newly widowed army captain rossalind donaldson returns home for her husband s funeral the donaldson s are incensed at
the captain bacause right before their son was killed he found out she was behaving like a slut at her posting, when the
music stops how america s cities may explode in - matt bracken is the author of the enemies foreign and domestic
trilogy along with his latest novel castigo cay author s note this essay and last week s what i saw at the coup were both
written in response to the article published on july 25 2012 in the semi official small wars journal titled full spectrum
operations in the homeland a vision of the future, cunt a cultural history of the c word matthew hunt - etymology the
origin of the word the etymology of cunt is actually considerably more complex than is generally supposed the word s
etymology is highly contentious as alex games explains language scholars have been speculating for years about the
etymological origins of the c word 2006
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